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For 55 years, Calvin Crest has provided camps, retreats and conferences as well as space for other 

groups to hold those same types of events.  The Calvin Crest Board, made up of members of Homestead 

Presbytery and the Presbytery of Missouri River Valley, strives to build upon that strong foundation each 

year, by upgrading facilities, improving our staffing and most importantly, providing relevant 

programming that builds up communities of faith across the region.   

 

In 2012, the Board of Directors undertook to define strategic goals for the next five years.  In 2012 and 

2013 significant progress was made in laying the groundwork for achieving those goals.   

 

Goal #1  Grow the Staff—The board determined that additional staff are needed to continue to develop 

Calvin Crest.  Fund Development, Marketing and Programming are all areas of need.  Some funds have 

been raised towards a fund development salary and a job description has been developed.   

Goal #2  Upgrade the Conference Center—The Proett Conference Center, opened in the late 1980’s is in 

serious need of an upgrade.  The three single beds in most rooms do not accurately reflect the way the 

rooms are used and the furnishings are dated.  At the 2013 Quilt Auction, $10,000 was raised to begin 

the process of upgrading rooms with new carpet, drapes, furnishings and converting some rooms to a 

more standard motel-style configuration with queen-sized beds.   

Goal #3  Expand Nature Education Offerings—With an increasing need for children, youth and adults to 

have space to explore and experience nature, Calvin Crest is ideally situated to offer opportunities for 

formal and informal nature education opportunities.  Signage, improved trails and experimenting with 

nature education connected to local schools have all been achieved in 2013.   

Goal #4  Facilities Plans—The infrastructure of Calvin Crest is aging and needs to be assessed and 

prioritized for repair or replacement.  This process is ongoing as the Buildings and Grounds Committee 

explore options for key buildings.  One major improvement to the Facilities has been the installation of 

signage on the grounds as well as in certain buildings for better guest service.   

 

These four goals represent achievable steps to move Calvin Crest forward in the coming years.  This 

progress is exciting and represents a concerted effort to move this facility and ministry forward.  And 

there has been significant progress made on the New Pool Project.  In 2013, generous donors gave 

$145,000 towards this project, bringing us much closer to our goal of fully funding the new pool project.  

And, in early 2014, an anonymous donor pledged $50,000 for a challenge grant to wrap up fundraising 

and to begin the project.  Look for more information on being part of the Challenge Grant in the coming 

months.   
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